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Abstract

This presentation is based on joint work with Dominic Power (University of Stockholm) and Ate Poorthuis (Singapore University of Technology and Design) and examines the spaces of the global fashion industry through its most fundamental attribute, the ability to gain attention. Utilizing a novel indicator of how fashion attention manifests -- social media -- we map the spatial contours of this key metric and examine the networks which bind this global industry. Paralleling what has been shown in other studies we find that the fashion industry attracts attention globally on social media but the geography of this attention is uneven across the industry, industry function and space. More novel is the ability of this research to examine subsets of the attentional dimension of the fashion industry -- attention to creatives, management and public relations -- and how these clusters of attention interconnected between places. As such, this work represents a strategy for future research within cultural economies to study not just the location of creativity but how attention to this creativity differentially extends across space, connecting certain cities and sub-locations of cities, while bypassing others. Such an analysis also represents a means to study the spatiality of demand -- particularly within cultural economies -- to help balance some of the productionist and supply side bias in economic geography.
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